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Data clustering plays an important role in effective analysis of gene 
expression. Although DNA microarray technology facilitates expression 
monitoring, several challenges arise when dealing with gene expression 
datasets. Some of these challenges are the enormous number of genes, the 
dimensionality of the data, and the change of data over time. The genetic groups 
which are biologically interlinked can be identified through clustering. This project 
aims to clarify the steps to apply clustering analysis of genes involved in a 
published dataset. The methodology for this project includes the selection of the 
dataset representation, the selection of gene datasets, Similarity Matrix 
Selection, the selection of clustering algorithm, and analysis tool.  R language 
with the focus of Kmeans, fpc, hclust, and heatmap3 packages in R is used in 
this project as an analysis tool. Different clustering algorithms are used on 
Spellman dataset to illustrate how genes are grouped together in clusters which 
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INTRODUCTION TO GENE EXPRESSION ANALYSIS 
 
Overview 
The need for analyzing data becomes so important day after day. It can be 
defined as the procedures of studying and inspecting data in order to extract and 
highlight any important information that can lead us to proper conclusions which 
help in supporting decision making [1]. It can be used in science, business, and 
social science domains. In business, many companies consider data analysis as 
a crucial part in streamline operations, business decisions, customer 
engagement, and improve production [2]. In biology, and particularly in gene 
data, the necessity of analyzing gene data becomes more important because it 
can find cures for human beings when we analyze the data in genes. 
Unfortunately, dealing with gene expression data is so complicated due to many 
reasons such as; the gigantic number of genes in the dataset and the difficulty of 
biological systems [3].  
One important technique for gene expression analysis is clustering. It 
does prove its effectiveness on analyzing many gene expression data on several 
studies [4]. Clustering in general implies unsupervised techniques for multivariate 
data analysis which put them into groups on the basis of similarity score. It can 
be considered as a one stage for data analysis. Cluster analysis is preferred for 
the comprehension of expression level of multiple genes simultaneously through 
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a microarray data. The functions of unknown genes can be determined from 
clues obtained from gene clusters that have similar expression level in different 
samples. Determination of expression levels of multiple genes manifest 
pathological pathways through which they induce disease and it facilitates 
defining new subclasses of a disease [5]. Clustering technique reduce the 
dataset by providing a visual gene expression pattern. Depending on the type of 
multivariate dataset, the clustering technique can be selected from the library 
already established for this purpose. Several clustering algorithms can be applied 
on gene expression dataset such as; hierarchical clustering, K-means clustering, 
and fuzzy clustering. 
 
Significance 
Gene expression analysis has considerable importance in medical 
sciences. The work of our biological system is still a mystery. We need to 
understand the gene expression data and what it does imply. By analyzing gene 
expression, we can unravel functions of unknown genes and their participation in 
cellular processes. Through this, we can prevent diseases and save more lives. 
Another advantage of analyzing gene expression is that it provides 
information regarding gene expression regulation, translated product interaction 
with other genes or genes encoding it. In different cells, expression levels of a 
particular gene differ significantly and this information can also be obtained 
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through clustering of gene expression datasets. Above all, it determines 























INTRODUCTION TO R LANGUAGE 
  
Using R Language in Data Analysis 
One of the most useful programming language in terms of data mining and 
clustering gene expression dataset is R language.  It is a scripting language that 
allows users to contribute in its enormous repository. R language has proved its 
capabilities as a powerful analysis tool [6]. It has so many advantages besides it 
is an open source programing language such as; the Comprehensive R Archive 
Network CRAN packages which is a repository that has over than 7000 
contributed packages from its active users; moreover, it can integrate with other 
programming languages such as; Java, C++, and Python. Another advantage is 
the graphical capability for R. All of these are in free software which enlarges the 
popularity of R community. Due to these advantages, new idea and technology 
appears first in R. 
 
R Packages 
In R, a package refers to a collection of compiled code and functions that 
made to serve an intended purpose. As it is mentioned before, R has around 
7000 packages. Those packages can be downloaded from the CRAN repository. 
Since active users are prone to make mistakes more than professionals, every 
new contributed package is tested on several servers and operating systems. 
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When installing R, the language comes with several packages that are 
ready to use. Others can be installed from the CRAN repository by adding a line 
of code following this format: 
install.packages("package name", dep = TRUE) 
More information about installing R langue and the packages can be found on: 
https://cran.r-project.org/  
It is worthy to mention that the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information NCBI provides an enormous amount of gene expression datasets. 
Researchers in biomedicine and biotechnology use the NCBI website when they 
















CLUSTERING GENE EXPRESSION DATA 
 
Difficulties in Clustering Gene Expression Data 
Gene expression datasets are Big Data which is a well-known 
term for datasets that very complex or large which make it difficult to process 
using traditional software techniques. 
 
Table 1. A Sample of Spellman Dataset 
 
The Table 1 represents a sample of Spellman dataset which is an 
example for gene dataset. The original dataset has 4381 genes (rows) and 23 
conditions (columns). In general, Dealing with gene expression dataset is so 
complicated due to many reasons such as; the enormous number of genes as 
presented. Moreover, each gene has several conditions and it changes with time; 
therefore, the numbers are not fixed (known as time series data). In addition, the 
complexity of our biological system makes the data sometimes exposed to 
modify in order to get better clustering. The dataset that has been extracted from 
time 40 50 60 70 80 
YAL001C -0.07 -0.23 -0.1 0.03 -0.04 
YAL014C 0.215 0.09 0.025 -0.04 -0.04 
YAL016W 0.15 0.15 0.22 0.29 -0.1 
YAL020C -0.35 -0.28 -0.215 -0.15 0.16 
YAL022C -0.415 -0.59 -0.58 -0.57 -0.09 
YAL036C 0.54 0.33 0.215 0.1 -0.27 
YAL038W -0.625 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 -0.13 
YAL039C 0.05 -0.24 -0.19 -0.14 -1.22 
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the DNA microarray normally contains outliers and missing values. Therefore, 
pre-processing dataset is fundamental for the purposes of getting clear clustering 
results. The problems that occur while pre-processing gene expression dataset 
have become an interesting subject for researchers. Some methods start pre-
processing dataset by removing genes and conditions that have no effect on 
overall samples. Others apply technique on the matrix to set the mean of each 
row equal to zero and the variance to one. Above all, pre-processing the dataset 
must be accomplished before clustering. 
There are two different methods of cluster analyses: Supervised and 
unsupervised analysis [7]. In supervised clustering, usually we train a clustering 
algorithm in order to present particular clustering patterns.  
In this project, the unsupervised analysis will be applied. This type of 
clustering usually doesn’t involve any other variable, which is regarded as 
external variable for obtained gene expression data. It can be used to group 
genes with similar function together. 
  
Steps to Cluster Gene Expression Data 
The steps include Selection of the dataset representation, Selection of 
gene datasets, Similarity Matrix Selection, clustering algorithm, and analysis tool. 
Selection of the Dataset Representation 
Generally, in terms of gene expression clustering, there are three types of  
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data representation [3]: the first type is gene-based clustering. In this method, 
genes are regarded as objects, whereas samples are considered as features. By 
far, this method is the most used among the other three methods. Table 2 
illustrates this method. 
 
Table 2. Gene-based Clustering 
 
In Table 2, each row represents the gene name with different values that 
change over time. The columns represent the conditions which are the value of 
the gene at a particular time. We choose this type of dataset representation if the 
focus of study is genes and how they related to each other.  
The second type is sample-based clustering which considers genes as 
feature and samples as objects. This type is preferable if the goal of study is to 




Time/Genes YAL001C YAL014C YAL016W YAL020C YAL022C YAL036C YAL038W YAL039C 
40 -0.07 0.215 0.15 -0.35 -0.415 0.54 -0.625 0.05 
50 -0.23 0.09 0.15 -0.28 -0.59 0.33 -0.6 -0.24 
60 -0.1 0.025 0.22 -0.215 -0.58 0.215 -0.4 -0.19 
70 0.03 -0.04 0.29 -0.15 -0.57 0.1 -0.2 -0.14 
80 -0.04 -0.04 -0.1 0.16 -0.09 -0.27 -0.13 -1.22 
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Table 3. Sample-based Clustering 
 
In Sample-based clustering, each row represents the value of the gene at 
a particular time whereas, the columns denote the gene names with different 
values over time. 
The third type is called subspace clustering. This is a modern technique 
that focuses on subsets formed by genes and samples. The clustering will be 
performed on only some subsets of the whole gene expression dataset. In this 
technique, genes and samples can be treated as objects or features. Applying 
such technique requires deep knowledge of the dataset to determine which 
genes and samples are appropriate for particular experiment. For instance, we 
can study only a subset of genes and conditions that presented in Table 1.  
 
      Table 4. Subspace Clustering  




Time/Genes YAL001C YAL014C YAL016W YAL020C YAL022C YAL036C YAL038W YAL039C 
40 -0.07 0.215 0.15 -0.35 -0.415 0.54 -0.625 0.05 
50 -0.23 0.09 0.15 -0.28 -0.59 0.33 -0.6 -0.24 
60 -0.1 0.025 0.22 -0.215 -0.58 0.215 -0.4 -0.19 
70 0.03 -0.04 0.29 -0.15 -0.57 0.1 -0.2 -0.14 
80 -0.04 -0.04 -0.1 0.16 -0.09 -0.27 -0.13 -1.22 
Time/Genes 50 60 70 
YAL016W 0.15 0.22 0.29 
YAL020C -0.28 -0.215 -0.15 
YAL022C -0.59 -0.58 -0.57 
YAL036C 0.33 0.215 0.1 
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In general, a careful consideration should be made before selecting the 
data representation. It is essential to determine what the purpose of the study is 
and which data representation serves this purpose. A prior knowledge of genes 
and conditions is required some time which skills that a computer scientist might 
lack.  
Selection of Gene Dataset 
A lot of gene expression datasets need to be pre-processed to remove 
outliers, missing values, and any unreliable data before applying analysis. 
Neglecting per-processing the dataset could lead to misleading results. Genes 
having uncertain values should be removed from the dataset as they produce low 
signals when compared with noise. It’s not appropriate to exclude distances 
which are not completely accurate. Genes that produce a signal that lies in the 
background noise range result in increasing noise to clustering; therefore, it is 
desirable to exclude such signals. In certain type of clustering, experts in gene 
expression dataset may choose to exclude some genes, conditions, or even both 
(subspace clustering). Doing that requires deep knowledge in the dataset they 
opt to work on. By excluding outliers and selecting an appropriate number of 
effective genes and conditions, we can acquire better and more reliable 
clustering than selecting the whole dataset.  
In this project, I aim to apply different data clustering on Spellman dataset 




 Similarity Matrix Selection 
We use the similarity matrix to compute proximity which is provided to 
clustering algorithm for instance similarity or dissimilarity scores and distances 
between two genes or samples. To define these parameters we need the 
following conditions [8]:  
d (i, j ) >  0  
This implies that the distance between two parameters should be positive or zero 
d (i, i )=0                
This implies the distance between any point and itself is zero 
d (i, j ) = d (j, i) 
This implies that the distance between i and j is the same between j and i 
Majority of cluster programs have a computational model that measures 
distances. Mainly, there are three widely used methods which are: Euclidean 
distance, Manhattan distance, and Pearson's Correlation .The first one is the 
Euclidean distance. It is very common to use this matric. It can be measured 
through the following equation:  
 







In some cases, for clustering gene expression data, standardization of the 
expression is performed prior to further calculation through the following 
equation: 
𝑑𝑆𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) = √∑
1




Where  represents the pooled variance which is a way to estimate 
variance among different populations that have different mean. The 




∑ (𝑛𝑖 − 1)𝑠𝑖
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𝑖=1





2 + (𝑛2 − 1)𝑠2
2 + ⋯ +  (𝑛𝑘 − 1)𝑠𝑘
2
𝑛1 +  𝑛2 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝑘 − 𝑘
 
 
Alternatively, we can use the range instead of the pool variance as follow: 
𝑑𝑆𝐸𝑅(𝑖, 𝑗) = √∑
1
𝑅2




Where R indicates range. 
Another famous matric is the Manhattan distance.  It is defined as the sum of 
linear distances. It is also known as 'city block' distance. More specifically: 






All the method mentioned previously fall in class of Minskowski Distances. 
Mathematically expressed as follows: 







Correlation matrix can also be used for the calculation. In this method of 
proximity, similarity scores are considered and it is employed when expression 
profiles show a comparative measure of expression levels. In such instances, a 
distance is measured based on similarity scores of different genes. One of the 
common types of correlation is Pearson's Correlation, which can be calculated as 
follows: 
𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) =  
∑ [(𝑋𝑖𝑘 −  ?̅?𝑖) ∗ (𝑋𝑖𝑘 −  ?̅?𝑗)] 𝑛𝑘=1






Where −1 ≤ 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) ≤ 1   
Transformations can be represented by two forms. One form is the following: 
𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) =  
(1 + 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗))
2
 
Another form for Transformations Pearson's Correlation is: 
𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) =  |𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗)| 
Based on the form we used, we can convert similarity to dissimilarities through 
following expression:  
dis(𝑖, 𝑗) =  
(1 − 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗))
2
 




There are different clustering algorithms which are chosen on the basis of 
cluster analysis applications. For example, filtering, agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering, divisive hierarchical clustering, Ward’s method and Partitioning 
method. All these algorithms perform clustering on the basis of similarity scores 
and remove elements which are entirely dissimilar. It is notable that using 
different clustering methods lead to different results. The widely used algorithms 
for biological samples are agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Partitioning 
involves specified number of objects in a given set of clusters.  
In terms of the clustering number, several ways might be applied to verify 
the appropriateness of any given clustering. For example, the homogeneity 
quantity looks for several values of K first, then, it searches for a leveling off. The 









Where C is the number of given cluster. 
Another way is to use the separation quantity, in this method, the weighted 
average distances between the clusters are calculated by: 










In order to cluster gene expression data, we need a powerful software tool. 
It is extremely difficult to apply   data clustering to gene expression dataset 
manually. In this project, I used R language which One of the most useful 
programming language in terms of data mining and clustering gene expression 
dataset as an analysis tool. R language has been introduced in chapter two on 
this dissertation. 
With the intention of clustering Spellman dataset, I aim to use R language 
four packages which are: Kmeans, fpc, hclust, and heatmap3 packages. Kmeans 
and hclust packages are already built-in R, whereas fpc and heatmap3 are 
required to be installed through the CRAN repository. 
 
Apply Data Clustering on a Gene Expression Dataset 
 Clustering has proved to be effective for analyzing a gene expression 
dataset [4]. Here. I will apply the steps I introduced previously to cluster gene 
expression dataset. I will assume that we want to use gene-based clustering 
where genes are objects and samples are features. A Spellman dataset will be 
used here for this experiment. It has been introduced previously in this project. In 
short, the dataset has 4381 genes and 23 conditions.  
 The K-means package that is built in R language uses the algorithm of [9]. 
This algorithm uses the Euclidean distance as a matrix system to calculate the 










   
 
 
Figure 1. The Process to Cluster Gene Expression Dataset Using K-means 
Algorithm. 
 
 With the intention of visualizing the clustering result using K-means 
algorithm, I installed fpc package which allows us to cluster objects using K-
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        Figure 2. Clustering Spellman Dataset Using Kmeans and fpc Packages.
 
In Figure 2, I applied k-means clustering algorithm on Spellman dataset 
using Kmeans package and fpc package. K-means algorithm allows us to 
partition the genes into K clusters. The Euclidean distance formula is used in 
kmeans package. I used fpc package visualizes the clustering result as it is 
presented in Figure 2.   
 A gene can be assigned to a certain cluster in the first stage. And once the 
reevaluation for all genes is done, that gene might be grouped in a different 
cluster. One drawback for K-means algorithm is the lack of capability to handle 
outliers.  
 In order to reduce the dimensionality of Spellman dataset, kmeans 
package uses a principal components analysis (PCA) [10]. Using the PCA helps 
to plot the whole dataset as a two or three dimensional space. The fpc package 
plots the first two principal componant for each gene. One drawback for the PCA 
technique is that it does not perform well if it is applied on high dimensional data 
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such as Spellman dataset. Figure 3 shows the importance of each principle 
component with a summary.  
 
 





















According to Figure 3, Spellman dataset lose some information whenever we 
reduce the dimension of the dataset. This information might be valuable. The first 
two principle component explains 42.75% of the point variability. We need to 
maintain this percentage to be as larger as possible. It is worth to mention that 
using the first 8 principle component expresses 80.18% of the data. However, it 
is difficult, if not impossible, to plot an eight-dimensional dataset.  
Although all genes on Figure 2 are so close to each other, overlapping 
clustering is not supported in kmeans package. Each gene is supposed to have 
only one center. Each number on Figure 2 representing the first two principal 
axes for each gene which in total are 4831 genes. Using fpc package to draw the 
k-means result of Spellman dataset makes the data appears overlapped. That 
happens because the plot is two-dimensional space.  
In an attempt to illustrate Figure 2, I plotted Figure 4 and Figure 5 which 
are Spellman dataset in three-dimensional space instead of two-dimensional 
space and the result confirms that there is no an overlap among the data. It is 
worth to mention that using the first three principle components illustrates 





Figure 4. Plotting the Kmeans Package Result in 3D-Part A.  
 
 




Using kmeans package and fpc package deliver two-dimensional plot. 
However, drawing clear lines to distinct the regions of each cluster in is 
impossible in Spellman dataset. By using fpc package, the conductor of cluster 
analysis would receive general suggestions to the possible relations among 
genes in a cluster and the general structure, but if the focused of the study is to 
get a visual vision of each cluster, using Kmeans and fpc backage would not give 
a clear clustering suggestions. Another disadvantage for using these packages 
on Spellman is the high rate of losing data by selecting the first two principle 
components.   
The third package I applied on Spellman dataset is hclust package. This 















Figure 6. The Process to Cluster Gene Expression Dataset Using Hierarchical 
Clustering. 
  
Using the hierarchical clustering helps to determine the appropriate 
number of the K clusters. I will illustrate that later on in this report. Hierarchical 
clustering can handle outliers which is an advantage that it has over K-mean 
algorithm. 
Inside the package, there are 8 implemented algorithms which are: single 
linkage, complete linkage, average linkage, ward D, mcquitty, median, centroid, 
and ward D2. All these algorithms present similar result [11]. In Figure 7, ward 
D2 is used. Ward D2 uses Euclidean distance formula to compute the 
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its own cluster first. Then, the most two similar clusters are merged into a new 
cluster. The distance matrix is updated after forming any cluster. This step goes 
on until all clusters are agglomerated into one cluster.  
 
Figure 7. Clustering Spellman Dataset Using hclust Package. 
 
In the diagram, the y-axis indicates how closely the genes were when they 
grouped together in clusters. Consequently, the heights of tree branches 
increase from the end of leaves which is zero to the last merging in Figure 7 
which is around 76.  
 
 




To illustrate the idea, in Figure 8, the approximate height of 75 is crossing 
two lines form the x-axis (A and B). All genes below that are grouped together in 
two clusters (A and B). Clustering might be ineffective at this height.  
 
 
Figure 9. Determining the Number of K Cluster Based on Cluster 
Dendrogram. 
 
In Figure 9, we can notice that at the approximate height of 33, the line is 
crossing five lines of x-axis (C, D, E, F, and G). All genes are close to each 
other’s at that height. Consequently, the overall suggestion of Figure 9 is that five 
clusters is an appropriate number to group Spellman dataset. Those five clusters 
can be seen on red in Figure 7. Due to the high number of genes, further 
interpretation for the dataset becomes slightly impossible. It is worth pointing out 
that all branches that join a cluster in relatively high height are suspected to be 
outliers. For instance, the cluster on the leftmost side of dendrogram (marked as 
X in Figure 10) merged relatively in high height compared to the others. 





 Figure 10. Potential Outliers in Cluster Dendogram.  
 
 
            Figure 11. Using heatmap3 Package on Spellman Dataset. 
 
The fourth package I used is the heatmap3 package. Heat map is a 
transformation for the numerical data in dataset to a colorful image. Since human 
brain recognizes colors easily compared to numbers, it is quit helpful to see the 
whole dataset in colors. It gives researchers to get a first impression of the 
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dataset.  In clustering analysis, heat maps are one of the best visual tools for 
dense data points. In Figure 11, heat maps are easily identified when there is a 
very high concentration of activity. This process is sometimes called the hotspot 
analysis. The figure indicates that all areas in red are having similar value which 
impels significant cluster such as in upper right area of the figure. The same 
applies for the blue areas of the figure. White areas neutral values, whereas the 
dark blue or red areas indicates outliers. Nowadays, cluster heat map is widely 
used in social sciences to generate biological graphs [12]. In addition, they are 
the most popular representation as they compact large amount of information 
















Applying data analysis to gene expression datasets plays an important 
role in medical sciences. Understanding more about genes and its participation in 
cellular processes can help us to prevent diseases and save lives. Clustering is 
an effective approach to analysis gene expression datasets. Several clustering 
algorithms can be applied on gene expression dataset such as; K-means 
clustering, hierarchical clustering, and fuzzy clustering. The enormous number of 
genes and its conditions supports the need of a powerful software tool such as R 
language to apply the clustering. R language has become one of the most 
powerful language in terms of data mining. Its CRAN repository has over 7000 
packages which assist the work for researchers. In this project, four packages 
are used which are Kmeans, fpc, hclust, and heatmap3 packages. The graphical 
capability for R language is outstanding as well. Being free software is another 
advantage for R users. As a result, new technology appears first in R language. 
Gene expression datasets are very complex which make it difficult to 
process using traditional software techniques. It is considered a time series data, 
which is a data that changes over time. Pre-processing the dataset to get rid of 
unreliable values is important to get better clustering results. In this project, a 
Spellman dataset is used as an example for a gene expression dataset. It has 
4381 genes and 23 conditions.  
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There are several steps to cluster gene expression datasets which are: 
Selection of the dataset representation, selection of gene dataset, Similarity 
Matrix Selection, clustering algorithm, and analysis tool. There are three ways to 
represent the data: gene-based clustering, sample-based clustering, and 
subspace clustering. Each category defines which to consider as objects and 
which to consider as features. It is up to the researcher to determine the type of 
clustering base in the way that serves the purpose of the study. 
Using fpc, hclust, and heatmap3 packages can visualize the result of 
clustering the dataset in R. Using fpc package to plot the result of K-means 
algorithm provides a two-dimensional plot which would not give clear clustering 
suggestions. Plotting Spellman dataset in a three-dimensional plot provides an 
acceptable rate of the data loss. However, using the first eight principle 
component save more than 80% of the data. Better suggestions regard the 
dataset can be obtained using hclust package. It helps to determine the 
appropriate number of clusters. Additionally, it assists in terms of detecting and 
excluding potential outliers. Drawing heat map using heatmap3 package is quit 
useful and gives a first impression for the whole dataset. In general, those 
packages assist the researchers by giving overall suggestions upon the selected 
dataset. However, there is a clear gap between computer science and biology. 
Although clustering is well-known for a computer scientist, the pre-knowledge of 
the gene expression datasets and how they relate to each other is still a mystery 
for computer scientists, and vice versa. More investigations and studies have to 
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